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Abstract

A common problem of the neutrino detection is the cut of the background. To this

aim, a simple method has been successfully employed to a Monte Carlo simulation

of a large-scale neutrino detector, hopefully giving useful suggestions to the problem

of the 'km3 detector'.
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1 Introduction.

The underwater detector is composed by a matrix of optical elements (in the fol-

lowing, OM's) with high sensitivity optical sensors - photomultiplier tubes (PMT).

Unlike conventional detectors in high energy physics water Cherenkov detectors do

not measure directly the trajectories of particles, but rather detect secondary light

and reconstruct these trajectories o�-line. The �t procedure requires the minimiza-

tion of the quantity

�2 =
NhitX
i=1

(
t
exp
i � tcali

�
)2; (1)

where Nhit is the number of hitted OM's, ti is the hit time in OM i, tcali is the

predicted time of arrival of the light from the track at OM i and � is the instrumental

time resolution.

The predicted time in each hitted OM i is taken as that for a minimum ioniz-

ing track by ignoring light from � accompaniations and photon multiple scatter-

ing. The tical(R0; #; ') depends on parameters of muons trajectory (the coordinates

R0(x0; y0; z0) and the angles #, ') and calculates with respect to the time when the

muon is in the pseudo-vertex position R0.

This procedure bases on the following assumptions:

a) there is not any background;

b) the time response texi of the OM i corresponds to time of arrival of the light at

OM i; c) Cherenkov light is emitted by 'naked' muon only.

In practice, the situation is more complicated. In salt water of oceans or seas there is

signi�cant optical background which causes an increase in OM noise rate. Moreover,

the PMT has the time resolution and dark current noise. For large scale detectors

where several hundreds or thousands of OM's are deployed this noise can pose severe

technical problems in event triggering and reconstruction.

However, the noise problem can be solved by using special hardware, for example, use

two OM's switched to a local coincidence instead of individual OM's. This brings

the disadvantage that the required number of PMT's is doubled and due to the

coincidence condition the mean visual range becomes smaller (due to increase of the

e�ective threshold amplitudes). The advantages are much easier signal processing

and possible use of simple and fast reconstruction algorithm without the need of

sophisticated noise reduction algorithms.

This report describes the algorithm developed to reduce signi�cantly the back-

ground.
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2 The PMT and the optical background.

One of the source of the background hits is the dark current transit-time-accuracy

of the PMT. A single photo-electron peak is visible in the distribution of dark noise.

The probability of dark current amplitudes, for example, of Hamamatsu 2018 PMT

more than 3 p:e:, is of 0.01 � 0.03. The noise rate at 0Æ C is of 10 kHz at 1 p.e. This

PMT reaches a transit-time-accuracy (FWHM) of about 6 ns for 1 p.e. signals in

full illumination and a pulse-height accuracy (FWHM) of 120%. The probability of

the pre-pulse is P ' Npe!p, where Npe is the number of photo-electrons emitted by

the photocathode and !p ' 0.01 � 0.03. The pre-pulse outspreads the main pulse

in 50 ns. The probability of the late-pulse is P � !
Npe

` where !` � 0.01 � 0.02 and

it can be delayed up to 100 ns. The pre-pulses and late-pulses can be regarded as

background hits since in this cases the time response of the OM does not correspond

to the time of arrival of the light at the OM.

It is well known that 40K and bioluminescence are the main sources of the light

background in ocean or sea salt water. A typical isotropic photon ux is � � 200

quanta=cm2=sec. The rate of 40K is a constant incoherent source of signals with a

rate of R � 20-50 kHz (Hamamatsu 2018 PMT), and an amplitude threshold Ath '

0.8 � 1.2 p.e. The detections of amplitudes higher than 1 p.e. is generally unlikely

- more than 98% of registered signals are 1 p.e..

An important feature of bioluminescence is that the emission of light can be stimu-

lated mechanically. The peak emission lies in the region of maximum water trans-

parency. The emission duration ranges from short ms-pulses up to several minutes.

Intensities can be small, exceeding the photons due to 40K only short distances (�

m) up to the emission of more than 1012 photons. The pulses often show a fast

rise-time and a long decaying tail. Intensity-depth relationship in the Paci�c Ocean

(> 2 km) was found to decrease roughly exponentially with depth as � exp�h=h0

where h0 � 0:8 � 1:0 km.

Studies of the depth dependence indicate that the bioluminescent background is

roughly equal to the radiogenic light background at 4 km depth, for stationary de-

tectors. Based on data with SPS [1], we estimate that the single rates of Hamamatsu

PMT at Ath � 1 p.e. are: R(40K) = 20.6 kHz and R(bio)= 57:3 +3:1
�10:3 kHz at depth

of 4 km.
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3 The underwater detector and the algorithm of background �ltering.

To test the algorithm of background �ltering we simulated the response of the un-

derwater detector to 'naked' muons. The chosen con�guration (see Fig. 1) of the

detector is an hexagonal tower made of 7 strings (1 in the centre and 6 on the

vertices of the hexagon) with distance between the strings equal to 16 m. Each

string consists of 6 pairs of OM's with a vertical spacing of 20 m. The PMT's of

each pair look into opposite directions, one down-one up, in order to achieve a 4� sr

sensitivity for the detector. So, this structure is 100 m high with a diameter of 32

m and contents a total of 84 PMT's. We simulated the response of the detector by

Figure 1: Sketch of the underwater detector.

taking into account the timing distribution (Gaussian distribution with � = 2:5 ns

at A = 1 p:e:) as well as the pre-pulse and late-pulse of the Hamamatsu 2018 PMT.

Time window for the trigger conditions determined by the the size of this detector

was taken equal to 500 ns. For this time window the background hits due to 40K,
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bioluminescence and dark noise of PMT's was simulated randomly. The rate for
40K as well as for bioluminescence was chosen of 20 kHz with the amplitude of 1

Figure 2: The example of the single hit.

p:e:. We have made runs assuming two variants for single PMT noise rate: one with

the rate of 60 kHz (so called OLD variant) and the other with the rate of 5 kHz

(so called NEW variant). The hits due to background, pre-pulse or late-pulse will

be called BAD hits, while the other hits will be the GOOD ones.

The trigger conditions were the following:

� the number of hitted OM's, Nhit � 12

� the number of hitted strings, Nst � 3

� the number of hitted plans, Npl � 2 (if Npl=2, more than 4 OM's on each

plan at least).

FILTER1.

1) If event passed the trigger for each pair of the hitted OM's the following conditions
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are tested:

j texi � texj j<
nRij

c
+m�PMT (2)

where texi(j) is the hit time in OM i (j), Rij is the distance between OM i and OM

j, n = 1:32 and m = 1:5 have been found after optimization. The condition (2)

requires that �tij =j t
ex
i � texj j does not exceed the time that the Cerenkov wave

front to pass between the i� th and the j � th OM's.

For the matrix elements one gets

aij =

(
1 if condition (2) is ful�lled

0 otherwise

2) After testing all pairs of the hitted OM's the maximal Smax and the minimal Smin

elements of the array

Si =
NhitX
j=1

aij (3)

are determined, as well as the corresponding numbers of OM's:

Smax
! imax and

Smin
! imin:

3) If the amplitude of the OMimin
Aimin

< 3 p:e:, the OMimin
toss out from the

following analysis and otherwise the hit time teximin
regards as OM with pre-pulse

and are corrected as

teximin
! textmin

+ 50 ns: (4)

The iterations 2), 3) and 4) continue until the condition

Smax
� Smin = 1 (5)

will be reached.

If the condition (5) is ful�lled, the single hits, that is the case when there is one hit

on one string and one plan only (as shown in Fig. 2), are tossed out.

Moreover, the isolated hits, that are hits which are separable from the main group of

the hitted OM's by the plan without any hitted OM's (as Fig. 3 shows) are tossed

out.

If after the FILTER1 procedure the trigger conditions are not ful�lled the event is

discarded otherwise the FILTER2 procedure starts.

FILTER2.
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A fast, eÆcient preliminary track reconstruction algorithm (pre-�t) is used for the

track �t [2]. Let the position vector of the muon at time t as from the basics of

Figure 3: The example of the isolated hits.

physics

r = r0 + vt (6)

that the muon speed is c, so that the xj and the vj form a set of six symmetrical

parameters.

Next let us de�ne

�2 =
3X

j=1

NX
i=1

Ai(x
j
i � x

j
0 � vjt) (7)

where Ai is the measured amplitude of the i-th OM and N is the total number of

hits after the FILTER1 procedure. Di�erentiating this with respect to each one of

the six parameters xjo and vj0 and setting the results equal to zero give the following

six equations for the best �t parameters

vj =
< xjt > � < xj >< t >

< t2 > � < t >2
(8)
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x
j
0 =< xj > +vj < t > : (9)

Note that Eq. (8) just expresses the fact that the velocity is a measure of

correlation between position and time.

Writing out the sums explicitly we get the following formulas that can be used in

practice:

x
j
0 =

1

D

NX
i 6=k

NX
i6=k

AiAk[x
j
i(t

2
k � titk)� x

j
k(t

2
i � titk)] (10)

vj =
1

D

NX
i6=k

NX
i6=k

AiAk(x
j
i � xjk)(ti � titk) (11)

D =
NX
i6=k

NX
i6=k

AiAk(ti � titk)
2: (12)

Using the found parameters of trajectory the time residuals for each hitted OM are

calculated:

j �ti j=j t
ex
i � tcali j (13)

�t =
1

N

NX
i=1

j �ti j (14)

�2 =
1

N � 1

NX
i=1

(j �ti j ��t)
2 (15)

where tcali is the predicted time of arrival of the light from the track at OM i. If

j �ti j > 36 ns and Ai < 3 p:e: the OM i is tossed out while the hit time texi pull

accordingly to (4).

Also all OM's at distances d > d0 from the pre-�t trajectory where the proba-

bility of the hits with A � Ath is small are tossed out. The value of the parameters

d0 depends on water transparency and muon energy.

In our calculation for water transparency of 30 m, 'naked' muons and Ath=1 p:e:,

we used d0 = 40 m.

The trigger conditions are tested if one OM has been tossed out by the FILTER2

procedure, at least. If they are full�lled, FILTER1 and FILTER2 procedures are

repeated one more (typically one time); otherwise, the event is discarded.

4 Results.

FILTER1 and FILTER2 procedures discard 32% events which passed the trigger

condition in the case of OLD variant. In this case the total background rate Rtot=
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Figure 4: Probability of maintenance of one BAD hit while one GOOD hit is tossed

out.
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100 kHz and the mean number of BAD hits per event is NBAD= 6. For the NEW

variant (Rtot= 45 kHz) NBAD= 2.5. After the �ltering of 1.5 BAD hits remained at

Rtot= 100 kHz and 1.2 at Rtot= 45 kHz. The dependence of the probabilities that

one BAD hit remained and one GOOD hit tossed out, at least, is shown in Fig. 4

as function of zenith angle for both variants.

At Rtot= 100 kHz (Rtot= 45 kHz) in each the second (the third) event remained

one BAD hit at least. The probability that one GOOD hit at least is tossed out

increases with zenith angle in both variants but is less than 30%.

The eÆciency of this algorithm is � � 0.9 at the ratio NBAD=NGOOD ' 0.3 � 0.4,

where NGOOD is the number of GOOD hits per event.

5 Conclusions.

Simple �lters have been developed to reduce the background signi�cantly. Also

they take into account the pre-pulses and late-pulses of the PMT's and allow to

perform time corrections. For high energy events with large ux of light it should

be important.

This procedure rejects the background hits with eÆciency � � 0.9 atNBAD=NGOOD '

0.3 � 0.4 and the GOOD hits will remain with a probability larger than 70%.
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